
It was during those dark winter evenings when the maps of Scotland come out,
and contour lines are counted and gradients per mile calculated, that our route
began to take shape. We spent considerable time planning, swapping ideas by email,
trying to arrive at the right mix of paddling and portage, upstream and down, to
give a varied and exciting trip. Our thoughts kept turning to Inverpolly. Ever since
our first visit there, we had planned to go back, to travel some more through this
wonderful region, hopefully under better conditions, for on that occasion we had
spent more time surviving than exploring. There was still much we hadn’t seen,
many secret corners to investigate, so Inverpolly it was to be.
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We had a new fourth member for this trip.
Steven had a unique record: all his previ-
ous paddles in Scotland had been calm,
dry and sunny; we should have known
that it wouldn’t last. We are working on
an official nickname for him; maybe Boris
because of his uncanny resemblance to a
Russian explorer.

We started about three miles south of Elphin by the roadside Lochan an Ais. From
here, our intended route ran over a ridge and entered a valley which dropped out of
sight and into the unknown. The map showed a stream and further lochans leading
eventually to Loch Sionascaig and the main Inverpolly circuit. It was the loss of height
that first attracted us to this valley; certainly the nature of the stream would determine
our fate, but whatever the stream had to throw at us, it would be downhill.

We started in bright sunshine, spirits high, quite the opposite from setting out last
time into the wind, heavy mist and drizzle. The next seven days seemed ripe with pos-
sibilities. After a five-minute crossing of the sparkling loch, the first portage led steeply
down to a second small lochan, after which we intersected with the stream, which at
this point was too rocky to float the canoes. No matter. We were not the only ones
enjoying the good weather. We frequently surprised lizards soaking up the sun -- they
had thought themselves safe from disturbance here of all places, where humans rarely
venture. 
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The next leg of the carry was quite complex, passing between boulders and through gaps in little cliffs, so we explored the way with the sacks first and marked the best route
through for the boats with stone men. The terrain although rough, was heathery and relatively easy going for this type of situation, being mainly free of the dreaded tussocks. We
eventually reached the next lochan and our eyes lit up at the sight of a fine beach with a grassy terrace at one corner, which turned out to give an excellent little campsite.
Sometimes you are lucky, sometimes not. Across the loch was a prominent gap where the valley closed up again. As with the stream higher up, The Gap held our fate for the
morrow. After collecting bark and twigs for a little fire, we toasted waffles as the dusk closed in around us. Dry, warm, no midges: easy living! It didn’t last. 

Lizard Portage



Next day we awoke to a sombre, cold mist and set off for The Gap, willing there to be a nav-
igable stream on the other side. After the short paddle, we climbed the knoll on the right
and looked expectantly over ….. nothing, just a barren valley as far as we could see. It is the
psychological ups and downs that make canoe travel so interesting: up when the sun is shin-
ing or an easy way presents itself, down when there is no water in sight. This was a down.
So it was resolutely out with the portage straps, heads down, follow the easiest line, cutting
out major wanderings of the stream until at last the terrain started to level out and the river
began to hold on to more of its water. It was hard but not unpleasant; on a tough portage
the pleasure of gliding over the water is replaced by that of the camaraderie, and involvement
in a shared enterprise. After a half mile or so, the terrain again levelled out, and we once
more took to the water. 
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In fact, the stream was a beautiful place, wild and tastefully adorned with isolated clumps of trees. It was like travelling through a landscape painting. The carry-in was the price
tag. After the slow portage, the stream seemed to give spectacularly rapid progress with interesting wading, lining and even paddling. At the lunch stop we were hit by an unex-
pected squall, so we rapidly set up the tarp over the canoe, weighting down the corners with river rocks. Snug inside, Andrew demonstrated his latest brain child - the teabag
clip.



The stream, almost a river now, continue to get easier as it drew in more water and it wasn’t
long before we emerged onto Loch an Doire Dhuib and started to look for a campsite for
the night. After rejecting one unpromising spot, we found what we were looking for in a se-
cluded little bay marked with two prominent rocks.

Setting up camp is always entertaining, observing each other’s different approaches, from
perfectionist to pragmatic, to finding the Right Spot. Mike is the inspiration for the group;
he doesn’t have a tent and can set up his tarp anywhere and have his tea cooked and eaten
whilst the rest are still fussing around. Graham’s party piece is repeatedly tripping over the
same guy line, finally learning where it is, then moving on to the next one.

The route onwards was down the widening river into Loch Sionascaig. This was passed with
more wading and some paddling. It was here that we spotted the first signs that we were ap-
proaching the mainstream Inverpolly Canoe Area - traces of green and red paint on the rocks
of the stream-bed. We headed out into Sionascaig against a freshening headwind, free at last
from the confines of the valley. Big Island looked green and inviting as it slid past and from
the southwest side of the loch, its shape perfectly echoed that of Suilven behind. It looked
more tranquil than the last time we were here! 

We were headed now for lunch in Boat Bay. There is something about this name that makes
it sound remote and romantic, like somewhere in deepest Labrador. Surely it couldn’t merely
be a bay with a boat in it, one of those fibreglass monstrosities that fishermen seem to like.
We turned right after Boat Bay Island and found shelter from the wind at the end of one of
the little inlets.
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Pulled in at Two Rock Bay

Excitement started to rise when the
stream grew to become unmistakably
a river and we could sense big water
over the horizon.



Our intended route was to follow the Westerly Portage across to Fionn Loch. Even as we
pulled into the reedy bay at the foot of the portage, we could sense that something was un-
usual. The route was uncharacteristically obvious. There was an actual path worn by the
steady stream of paddlers who now come this way. It was very different from our usual
portage routes. The rocks were highlighted in green and red; in fact it has developed from
a portage route into a portage trail. We enjoyed the convenience of course, but it’s a shame
really because you lose the fun of navigating - you just have to follow. We arrived at Loch a’
Ghille, which breaks up the Westerly portage half way, at that time of day when we needed
to be thinking about camping. Based on the wind direction, Andrew picked a likely-looking
area on an arm of the loch shaped, he said, like a courgette. Following the usual protocol,
the two canoes went their separate ways and scouted various sites. It didn’t turn out to be a
particularly well-endowed place but we eventually got settled in the shelter of a little ridge. 

After dinner, Graham got out his little sponge ball and the evening was rounded off with a
game of paddle cricket outside the Pavilion. The hills echoed to the sound of applause, ap-
peals and general crowd noises. Someone just over the ridge might have been excused for
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thinking that a little village cricket ground lay hidden, unsuspected, deep in a fold in these
forlorn moors.Next day, the wind continued to rise. 

To extricate ourselves from Lochan na Courgette we had to duck under the lee of the banks,
scurry across exposed gaps and wait for lulls before crossing wider sections. It was absorbing
canoeing, more interesting than paddling along a calm, flat lake or down a steady river.We
weren’t sure where the Westerly Portage left the loch, but liked the look of a potential route
on the map which took the lowest way over the moor to Fionn Loch. The route (Far West
Portage) gave relatively easy going and met up with the Westerly route as we neared Fionn.

The wind was becoming quite intense now, so up went a canoe for a windbreak for our
lunch stop.

By now, the wind was whipping up Fionn Loch to quite a challenging degree. We had to
walk the canoes in a couple of places and chose to carry across a little spit at one point rather
than paddle around. Although there are some nice flat terraces hereabouts, hopes of a shel-
tered camp at the end of the loch were fading. The wind was getting everywhere. 
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Unable to find natural shelter from the wind we went into storm-rigged mode; the tents
huddled in the shelter of the canoes, with the tarp over the top.

Tonight was our traditional Fondue Night; cheese then chocolate. Whilst the others busied
themselves with preparations in the Pavilion, Graham set out for a distant clump of birches
to cut fondue forks, intent on returning before a huge black cloud erupted. Steven rustled
up the best bannock we had ever seen or tasted. The fondues were eaten snug in the Pavilion
whilst wave after wave of hail swept over the top of us.

To our surprise, the sky soon cleared again allowing us to organise a Group Walk to climb
one of the hills above the tents. From the top we got our first distant view of our proposed
portage route up to Loch Gleannan a’ Mhadaidh, up to now just an idea on a map. To our
delight, the route took a benign-looking open valley with a gentle gradient. It could have
been far, far worse. We had an “up” moment. What’s more, the name Gleannan a’
Mhadaidh means Valley of the Wolf. How could we resist taking a look with a name like
that? 

Next morning the wind was up, worse if anything, and a reluctant unzip and look out showed
that the loch had its ugly face on. Hail was intermittently slapping against our nylon walls.
It was the day that the Caledonian MacBrayne ferries were suspended. A conference was
called from our sleeping bags, ideas shouted back and forth between the tents:

“What’s the plan, G?”

“I’m working on it.”  

In the nearest thing to a lull we shot across the loch and jumped out to begin walking the
canoes up the river. From the perspective of being half submerged in the water, the wind
wasn’t too bad, and the river was actually rather fun.
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Fondue Night



Our portage was marked by a river entering from the left and proved to be relatively easy going (easy, that is, for nearly a mile of wild valley with no path). As always, we went up
with the packs first to piece together the most economical route for the canoes, avoiding bogs and unnecessary height gain, and cutting off corners where possible. The Lake of
the Little Valley of the Wolf was in a brooding mood today. One of the reasons for seeking out these wild places is to drink in their atmosphere. It lay in a fault-like ravine, which
was channelling the wind, concentrating it up to new levels. In these austere conditions it was easy to imagine the wolves, circling just beyond our view, waiting for us to put a
foot wrong. Never before had we experienced a wind that rose and fell so quickly. The lulls were so short. Truthfully, by the time someone had said “Let’s go”, the wind was up
again. 
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We could see that the downwind shore was soft - we wouldn’t have gone if it had been bouldery, for once underway, other than doing whatever it took to stop going broadside,
there was little impression you could make on the will of the wind. Eventually, just as a gusty spell started to subside, away we went and were down at the bottom end in a flash,
through a narrow slot (The Jaws) and then on down the second expansion to land with a crunch on the far shore. Looking back shortly after landing, The Jaws suddenly filled
with spray, which was channeled through and, starting to rotate, came across the second loch as a twister. We shuddered a little at the thought of being caught out in that.

The portage through to Cam loch was about a mile and a half, over the height of land, along a windy continuation of The Valley of the Wolf, through to where a stream
materialised, which we hoped to pick up as soon as it had sufficient water. Little off-shoot valleys, which looked like they might provide sheltered camping places had winds of
their own, funnelling into the main valley system. It was one of those winds, and we just wanted relief from it.
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Safely across Loch nan Rac



We were pinning our main hope of shelter on the ruined croft about a mile down the
portage.

At the ruins we made the rather depressing discovery that the wind had found every last
corner of the building, not only that but, maybe because of the complexity of the valley
layout here, the wind kept reversing, so that any spot with shelter one minute was windy the
next. Running short of possibilities we opted for a double windbreak camp on some flat
turf by the stream below.

When we awoke next morning, something was different. Silence, broken only by the gurgle
of the stream and birdsong. The wind had dropped. The sun was coming out; we could see
Cam Loch in the distance, flat and shiny as a mirror. Things were finally going our way
again. Our stream soon swelled up enough to take the canoes. Graham found some pottery
on a gravel bank which Mike, the team archaeologist, tentatively dated to the 19th century,
and was almost certainly from the croft. Graham now feels sure it is part of a porridge bowl
belonging to the crofter’s beautiful daughter, Morag, who dreamed of being rescued from
her lonely existence by some passing canoe traveller …….
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The stream carried the canoes most of the way from the ruined croft to Cam Loch, but it
took the scenic route. Cam Loch gave a calm and beautiful paddle and led us finally to a
pretty beach where we basked for a couple of hours, the sun now fully out again, unwinding
after a very interesting and exciting trip. 
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The view can only be described as a dreamscape.
Dozing off, we had to keep opening our eyes to
check that it was real and to fix it in our minds. We
didn’t ever want to forget it. §
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